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A LAGUERRE–LEGENDRE SPECTRAL METHOD FOR THE
STOKES PROBLEM IN A SEMI-INFINITE CHANNEL∗
MEJDI AZAIEZ† , JIE SHEN‡ , CHUANJU XU§ , AND QINGQU ZHUANG§
Abstract. A mixed spectral method is proposed and analyzed for the Stokes problem in a
semi-infinite channel. The method is based on a generalized Galerkin approximation with Laguerre
functions in the x direction and Legendre polynomials in the y direction. The well-posedness of this
method is established by deriving a lower bound on the inf-sup constant. Numerical results indicate
that the derived lower bound is sharp. Rigorous error analysis is also carried out.
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1. Introduction. The Stokes problem plays an important role in fluid dynamics
and in solid mechanics, and its numerical approximation has attracted much attention
during the last three decades (see, for instance, [10, 5, 4] and the references therein).
Most of these investigations have been concentrated on problems in bounded domains.
There is, however, a need to consider numerical approximations to the Stokes
problem in unbounded domains. In particular, the flow in a channel and flow pass a
cylinder/sphere have important theoretical and practical applications. In most pre-
vious investigations for these problems, an artificial boundary is introduced, and an
approximate boundary condition at the artificial boundary has to be used. The accu-
racy of these methods usually depends on how far downstream the artificial boundary
is (cf. [17]). Therefore, even when high-order or spectral methods are applied for these
problems, one can not achieve high-order or spectral accuracy for the original problem
due to the approximation made to the “unknown” outflow boundary conditions.
We shall take a different approach in this paper. More precisely, we shall con-
sider the problem directly in the unbounded domain without introducing an artificial
boundary. In fact, many other problems in science and engineering are also set in
unbounded domains, and there have been some investigations in using Laguerre poly-
nomials/functions to approximate PDEs on semi-infinite intervals (see, among others,
[8, 12, 18, 11, 15]). However, all these works are concerned with Poisson-type elliptic
equations. To the best of our knowledge, no result is available for spectral methods
to the Stokes problem in semi-infinite channels. Thus, results in this paper are the
first of its kind and will play an important role for the numerical approximation of
Stokes and Navier–Stokes equations in unbounded domains.
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More precisely, we consider the Stokes equations in a semi-infinite channel and
introduce a mixed formulation based on Laguerre functions in the x direction and
Legendre polynomials in the y direction. It is worthwhile to emphasize that we use
Laguerre functions instead of Laguerre polynomials because the latter behaves wildly
at infinity and is not suitable for approximation to flows which are well-behaved at
infinity (cf. [18]). The well-posedness of this mixed formulation relies on the veri-
fication of the so-called inf-sup condition (cf. [1, 6]). The main contribution of this
paper is the derivation of a lower bound on the inf-sup constant. We shall also present
numerical results which indicate that the derived lower bound is sharp.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we intro-
duce some notations, derive some useful inverse inequalities for Laguerre functions
and Legendre polynomials, and present the mixed Laguerre–Legendre formulation
for the Stokes problem. Section 3 is devoted to deriving a lower bound for the inf-
sup constant. In section 4, we carry out a complete error analysis for the mixed
Laguerre–Legendre approximation. Finally, we present some implementation details
and numerical results in section 5.
2. Mixed Laguerre–Legendre approximation. We start by introducing some
notations. Let R+ = (0,+∞), Λ = (−1, 1), Ω = R+ × Λ, and Γ = ∂Ω. Let ω > 0
be a weight function on Ω; we denote by (u, v)Ω,ω :=
∫
Ω
uvωdΩ the inner product of
L2ω(Ω), whose norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖ω,Ω. We use Hmω (Ω) and Hm0,ω(Ω) to denote
the usual weighted Sobolev spaces, with norm ‖ · ‖m,ω,Ω. In cases where no confusion
would arise, ω (if ω ≡ 1) and Ω may be dropped from the notations. Let M and N
be the discretization parameters in x and in y. We denote by c a generic positive con-
stant independent of the discretization parameters, and we use the expression A  B
to mean that A ≤ cB. Throughout this paper we will use boldface letters to denote
vectors and vector functions for ease of reading.




PM = span{Li(x), i = 0, 1, . . . ,M}
and
P̂M = span{L̂i(x), i = 0, 1, . . . ,M}.
We now recall some definitions and related results which will be used in what
follows.










+) is endowed with the norm ‖ · ‖0,ω,R+ (also denoted by ‖ · ‖0,ω or
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Let πxM be the L
2
ω-orthogonal projector from L
2
ω(R
+) into PM (R+) defined by∫ ∞
0

















We define the operator π̂xM from L
2(R+) into P̂M (R+) by (cf. [18])
π̂xMv(x) = e
−x/2πxM (v(x)e
x/2) ∀v ∈ L2 (R+) .




















Consequently, π̂xM is the orthogonal projector from L
2(R+) into P̂M (R+).
We now present several useful results. We start with an inverse inequality for
Laguerre functions.
Lemma 2.1. For all φM ∈ P̂M (R+), we have
‖∂xφM‖0,R+  M‖φM‖0,R+ .
Proof. Let φM (x) =
∑M





















Hence, the desired result is a direct consequence of the above and the inverse inequality
for Laguerre polynomials (cf. [4]).
We now denote by PN(Λ) the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to
N in Λ, and let πyN be the standard L
2-orthogonal projector from L2(Λ) into PN (Λ).
Lemma 2.2. For all φN ∈ PN (Λ) ∩H10 (Λ), we have
‖φN‖0,Λ ≤ N1/2‖πyN−2φN‖0,Λ.
Remark 2.1. A proof of the above result, with a constant in front of N1/2, can
be found in [3]. In fact, a more precise computation as in [3] shows that the constant
can be bounded by one.
A similar result with respect to P̂M (R+) ∩H10 (R+) is as follows.
Lemma 2.3. For all φM ∈ P̂M (R+) ∩H10 (R+), we have
‖φM‖0,R+ ≤ (M + 1)1/2‖π̂xM−1φM‖0,R+ .
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we derive from (2.1) that












φM (x) = π̂xM−1φM (x) + αMLM (x)e−x/2,
and by using the orthogonality relation,







Note that φM (0) = 0 implies that
α0 + α1 + · · · + αM = 0,
from which







Combining (2.3) and (2.4) gives
‖φM‖20,R+ ≤ ‖π̂xM−1φM (x)‖20,R+ +M
M−1∑
m=0
α2m = (M + 1)‖π̂xM−1φM (x)‖20,R+ .
Now we consider the mixed Laguerre–Legendre approximation. Let PM,N(Ω) be
the space of all polynomials in Ω of degree ≤M in the x direction and ≤ N in the y
direction, i.e.,
PM,N(Ω) := span{Li(x)Lj(y), i = 0, 1, . . . ,M ; j = 0, 1, . . . , N},
where Li(x) and Lj(y) are, respectively, Laguerre and Legendre polynomials of degree








L̂i(x)Lj(y), i = 0, 1, . . . ,M ; j = 0, 1, . . . , N
}
.
Let us denote by N the pair of parameters (M,N) and set
XN = H10 (Ω)
2 ∩ P̂M,N(Ω)2, MN = L2(Ω) ∩ P̂M−1,N−2(Ω).
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This estimate, together with (2.7), yields (2.5).
Now we set up the Stokes problem in a semi-infinite channel as depicted below:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−Δu + ∇p = f in Ω,













Its weak formulation is as follows: Find (u, p) ∈ H10 (Ω)2 × L2(Ω) such that{
(∇u,∇v) − (p,∇ · v) = (f ,v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω)2,
(q,∇ · u) = 0 ∀q ∈ L2(Ω).(2.12)
Then, the mixed Laguerre–Legendre spectral approximation to (2.12) is as follows:
Find uN ∈ XN , pN ∈MN such that{
(∇uN ,∇vN )N − (pN ,∇ · vN )N = (f ,vN )N ∀vN ∈ XN ,
(qN ,∇ · uN )N = 0 ∀qN ∈MN ,(2.13)















where {ξ̂p, ω̂p}p=0,1,...,N are the Laguerre–Gauss–Radau points and the associated
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{ξq, ωq}q=0,1,...,N are the Legendre–Gauss–Lobatto points and the associated weights,





ϕ(ξq)ωq, ∀ϕ(y) ∈ P2N−1(Λ).
It is well known that, since the coercivity and continuity of the bilinear form (∇wN ,
∇vN )N and the continuity of the bilinear form (∇ · vN , qN )N are evident, the well-






−(∇ · vN , qN )N
‖vN ‖1,Ω‖qN ‖0,Ω ≥ βN > 0,(2.14)
where βN is called the inf-sup constant. The next section is devoted to the estimation
of this constant.












Remark 3.1. It is surprising that the inf-sup constant is independent ofN , since it
is well known that the inf-sup constant of the Legendre–Legendre P 2N −PN−2 method
in Λ2 is of order N−
1
2 (see, for instance, [3]), and we have found numerically that in





}, where M,N are, respectively, the degrees of Legendre polynomials
used in the x and y directions. However, our numerical results in section 5 indicate
that the estimate (3.1) is sharp.
The proof of this result will be accomplished with a series of lemmas, which
we present below. The confirmation of the result will be done by the numerical
experiments carried out later.
Lemma 3.1. Given qN ∈ MN , the problem of finding ψN ∈ H10 (Ω) ∩ P̂M,N(Ω)
such that
(ΔψN , rN ) = −(qN , rN ) ∀rN ∈MN(3.2)
admits a unique solution satisfying
‖ψN‖2,Ω  M‖qN‖0,Ω.(3.3)
Proof. Obviously, problem (3.2) defines a system with the number of unknowns
equal to the number of equations, so the existence of such a function ψN is guaranteed
by estimate (3.3), which we prove below.
By definition (3.2), we have




, ∀r2 ∈ PN−2(Λ).
This implies∫ ∞
0
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and consequently















































































































αm(y)Lm(x)e−x/2 ∈ H10 (Ω) ∩ P̂M,N (Ω).(3.6)
Then, we have with αm(y) ∈ P0N (Λ),m = 0, 1, . . . ,M , and by using the orthogonality
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On the other hand, from the inverse inequality in the x direction (cf. Lemma 2.1) and











∀ψ ∈ H10 (Ω) ∩ P̂M,N (Ω).
Using the above inequality and Lemma 2.4 in (3.8) gives









This leads to (3.3).
Lemma 3.2. For all qN ∈ MN , there exists zN ∈ (P̂M,N (Ω) ∩ H10 (Ω)) ×
(P̂M,N+1(Ω) ∩H10 (Ω)) such that
(∇ · zN , rN ) = −(qN , rN ) ∀rN ∈MN
and
‖zN‖1,Ω  M‖qN‖0,Ω.
Proof. For any qN ∈MN , let ψN be defined by (3.2) and wN = ∇ψN . Then, we
have wN ∈ P̂M,N (Ω)2 satisfying⎧⎨
⎩
(∇ · wN , rN ) = −(qN , rN ) ∀rN ∈MN ,
wN · τ = 0,
‖wN‖1,Ω  M‖qN‖0,Ω,
(3.9)
where τ is the unit tangent vector along ∂Ω.




= −wN · n on Γ,
∂φN
∂n
= 0 on Γ,
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where n is the outward normal to ∂Ω. To this end, we define three functions on the
boundaries Γ1 = {(x, 1), 0 ≤ x < ∞}, Γ2 = {(0, y),−1 ≤ y ≤ 1}, Γ3 = {(x,−1), 0 ≤
x <∞}, respectively, as follows:
b1N (x, y) = −
∫ x
∞
(wN · n)(σ, y)dσ,
b2N (x, y) = b
1
N (0, 1) −
∫ y
1
(wN · n)(x, σ)dσ,





(wN · n)(σ, y)dσ.
Then, it can be easily verified that bjN (j = 1, 2, 3) satisfy the following continuity
conditions:
b1N (0, 1) = b
2
N (0, 1),
b2N (0,−1) = b3N (0,−1),
∂b1N
∂τ
























The above conditions, together with the fact that bjN ∈ P̂M,N+1(Ω) (j = 1, 2, 3),
guarantee that there exists a φN ∈ P̂M,N+1(Ω) satisfying (see [2])⎧⎨
⎩ φN = b
j
N on Γj , j = 1, 2, 3,
∂φN
∂n






‖bjN ‖3/2,Γ  ‖wN · n‖1/2,Γ  ‖wN ‖1,Ω.
Moreover, it is seen that the first equality of (3.11) implies
∂φN
∂τ
= −wN · n on Γ.
This completes the construction of the lifting function φN . Now, let
zN = wN + rotφN ,
then zN ∈ P̂M,N(Ω) × P̂M,N+1(Ω) and
zN · n|Γ = wN · n + rotφN · n = wN · n + ∂φN
∂τ
= 0,
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which means zN ∈ (P̂M,N (Ω) ∩H10 (Ω)) × (P̂M,N+1(Ω) ∩H10 (Ω)). Moreover, we have
(∇ · zN , rN ) = (∇ · wN , rN ) + (∇ · rotφN , rN ) = −(qN , rN ) ∀rN ∈MN ,
and, by (3.9) and the last inequality of (3.10),
‖zN‖1,Ω = ‖wN + rotφN ‖1,Ω ≤ ‖wN ‖1,Ω + ‖rotφN ‖1,Ω
 ‖wN ‖1,Ω  M‖qN ‖0,Ω.
(3.12)
The proof is complete.
Lemma 3.3. For all qN ∈MN , there exists vN ∈ XN such that
(∇ · vN , rN ) = −(qN , rN ) ∀rN ∈MN
and
‖vN ‖1,Ω  M‖qN‖0,Ω.




N ) ∈ (P̂M,N (Ω)∩H10 (Ω))× (P̂M,N+1(Ω) ∩
H10 (Ω)) be a function associated to qN in Lemma 3.2. Then, the second component




































Then, it is seen that vN ∈ XN , moreover, for all rN ∈MN , by using the orthogonality
of the Legendre polynomials, we have








































= (∇ · zN , rN )
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It remains to prove ‖vN ‖1,Ω  ‖zN ‖1,Ω. Since z̃(2)N = z(2)N − z̄(2)N , we need only to































































































≥ ∥∥αN+1(x)e−x/2∥∥20,R+(2N + 1)2‖LN‖20,Λ
=
∥∥∂y z̄(2)N ∥∥20,Ω.
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This gives
‖vN ‖1,Ω  ‖zN‖1,Ω  M‖qN‖0,Ω.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For all qN ∈MN , let vN ∈ XN be the associated function
given in Lemma 3.3, then
−(∇ · vN , qN )N
‖vN ‖1,Ω‖qN ‖0,Ω =
−(∇ · vN , qN )
‖vN ‖1,Ω‖qN ‖0,Ω =








This means (3.1) holds.
Corollary 3.1. For all f ∈ C0(Ω)2, problem (2.13) admits a unique solution
(uN , pN ) satisfying
‖uN ‖1,Ω + 1
M
‖pN ‖0,Ω  ‖f‖L∞(Ω).(3.13)
Proof. First, it can be checked that, for each uN ∈ XN ,vN ∈ XN ,
|(∇uN ,∇vN )N | ≤ 3 ‖uN ‖1‖vN ‖1,




Then, thanks to the above inequalities and (3.1), the well-posedness of problem (2.13)
and stability estimate (3.13) are straightforward consequences of the abstract inf-sup
theory (cf. [1, 6]).
4. Error estimation. We start with some notations and definitions which are
needed in the following error analysis. Denote ωr(x) = xre−x, ω̂r(x) = xr, and, in
particular, we set ω(x) = ω0(x), ω̂(x) = ω̂0(x). Then, for any non-negative integer r,
we define two Banach spaces
Âr(R+) := {v; v is measurable on R+ and ‖v‖Âr,R+ <∞},
Ar(R+) := {v; v is measurable on R+ and ‖v‖Ar,R+ <∞},









, with |v|Âk,R+ =








, with |v|Ak,R+ =
∥∥∂kxv∥∥ω̂k,R+ ∀v ∈ Ar (R+) .
We now recall several approximation results. Let πxM and π̂
x
M be the projection
operators defined in section 2.
Lemma 4.1 (cf. [19]). For any v ∈ Âr(R+) and integer r ≥ s ≥ 0,
‖v − πxMv‖Âs,R+  M (s−r)/2|v|Âr ,R+ .(4.1)
A direct consequence of Lemma 4.1 is that, for any integer r ≥ 0, v ∈ Ar(R+),
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Denote WM = {v ∈ PM (R+); v(0) = 0}, and let πx,01,M : H10,ω(R+) → WM be the
H10,ω(R














Mωdx ∀φM ∈ WM .
Lemma 4.2. If v ∈ H10,ω(R+), ∂xv ∈ Âr−1(R+), and integer r ≥ 1, then∥∥v − πx,01,Mv∥∥1,ω,R+  M 12− r2 |∂xv|Âr−1,R+ .
Proof. Given v ∈ H10,ω(R+), let vM (z) =
∫ z
0
πxM−1∂xv(x)dx ∀z ∈ R+, then
vM ∈ WM and ∂xvM (x) = πxM−1(∂xv(x)). Hence, by Lemma 2.2 of [11] and Lemma
4.1,
‖v − πx,01,Mv‖1,ω,R+ ≤ ‖v − vM‖1,ω,R+  |v − vM |1,ω,R+
= ‖∂xv − πxM−1(∂xv)‖ω,R+  M
1
2− r2 |∂xv|Âr−1,R+ .
Now we set ŴM = {ve−x/2; v ∈ WM} and define the projection operator π̂x,01,M





) ∀v ∈ H10 (R+) .
Then, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that, for r ≥ 1,
(4.3)∥∥v − π̂x,01,Mv∥∥1,R+ = ∥∥vex/2 − πx,01,M(ex/2v(x))∥∥1,ω,R+  M 12− r2 ∣∣∂x(ex/2v(x))∣∣Âr−1,R+ .
For r ≥ 1, we introduce the space, suitable for analyzing the approximation properties
of the Laguerre interpolation (cf. [19]),














(ex/2v(x)); the following result is proved in [19].
Lemma 4.3. For any v ∈ Br(R+), and 0 ≤ μ ≤ 1 ≤ r,∥∥v − ÎxMv∥∥μ,R+  (lnM)1/2Mμ+1/2−r/2(∣∣ex/2v∣∣Âr ,R+ + ∣∣∂x(ex/2v)∣∣Âr−1,R+)
 (lnM)1/2Mμ+1/2−r/2‖v‖Br,R+ .
Let πy,01,N : H
1
0 (Λ) → P0N (Λ) be the H10 (Λ)-orthogonal projector defined by∫ 1
−1
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Then, it follows from [3] that, for all s ≥ 1 and all v ∈ H10 (Λ) ∩Hs(Λ), it holds that∥∥v − πy,01,Nv∥∥k,Λ  Nk−s‖v‖s,Λ, k = 0, 1.(4.4)





















∈ L2 (Λ, L2 (R+)) , 0 ≤ j ≤ s} .
































)) ∩ L2 (Λ, Ar (R+)) ,
with the following norm:
‖v‖Ar;s =







)) ∩H1 (Λ, Br−1 (R+)) ∩ L2 (Λ, Ar (R+)) ,





)) ∩H1 (Λ, Am−1 (R+)) ∩Hn−1 (Λ, H1 (R+))
∩L2 (Λ, Am (R+)) ,
equipped, respectively, with the following norms:
‖v‖B̄r;s =
(










Theorem 4.1. If the solution (u, p) of problem (2.12) satisfies u ∈ H10 (Ω)2 ∩
Y m;n(Ω)2 ∩C(Ω), p ∈ Am−1;n−1(Ω) ∩C(Ω), m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1 and f ∈ B̄r;s(Ω)2 ∩C(Ω),
r ≥ 1, s ≥ 1, then the solution (uN , pN ) of (2.13) admits the following error estimates:
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Proof. Let
VN := {vN ∈ XN ; (pN ,∇ · vN )N = 0 ∀pN ∈MN}.
Then, for all vN ∈ XN ,wN ∈ VN ,
(∇wN ,∇vN ) − (∇wN ,∇vN )N = (∇(wN − u),∇vN ) + (∇u,∇vN )
− (∇wN ,∇vN )N

(|u − wN |1,Ω + ∣∣u − π̂x,01,Mπy,01,N−1u∣∣1,Ω)|vN |1,Ω
+
∣∣wN − π̂x,01,Mπy,01,N−1u∣∣1,Ω|vN |1,Ω

(|u − wN |1,Ω + ∣∣u − π̂x,01,Mπy,01,N−1u∣∣1,Ω)|vN |1,Ω.
This result, together with Theorem IV.2.5 and Remark IV.2.7 of [3], leads to
|u − uN |1,Ω  inf
wN∈VN
(
|u − wN |1,Ω + sup
vN∈XN





‖p− qN ‖0,Ω + sup
vN∈XN




|u − wN |1,Ω +
∣∣u − π̂x,01,Mπy,01,N−1u∣∣1,Ω + infqN∈MN ‖p− qN ‖0,Ω
+ sup
vN∈XN








‖p− qN ‖0,Ω + sup
vN∈XN
(f ,vN )N − (f ,vN )
|vN |1,Ω .
And,
‖p− pN ‖0,Ω  M
[∣∣u − π̂x,01,Mπy,01,N−1u∣∣1,Ω + infqN∈MN ‖p− qN ‖0,Ω
+M inf
vN∈XN
|u − vN |1,Ω + sup
vN∈XN




Now, for all fM,N−1 ∈ P̂M,N−1(Ω)2, we have
(f ,vN )N − (f ,vN ) 
(∥∥f − IyN ÎxMf∥∥0,Ω + ‖f − fM,N−1‖0,Ω)|vN |1,Ω.
We know from the interpolation results of IyN and Î
x
M that∥∥f − IyN ÎxMf∥∥0,Ω ≤ ‖f − IyNf‖0;0 + ∥∥IyN(f − ÎxMf)∥∥0;0
 N−s‖f‖0;s +
∥∥f − ÎxMf∥∥0;1
 N−s‖f‖0;s + (lnM) 12M1− r2 ‖f‖Br−1;1 .
Furthermore,
‖f − fM,N−1‖0,Ω ≤
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Combining the above two inequalities, we get









Now we estimate infvN∈XN |u − vN |1,Ω. Since
|u − vN |1,Ω =












1,Nu, we know from the approximation results of π̂
x,0
1,M and




























∥∥∥∥ ∂∂yπy,01,N(u − π̂x,01,Mu)
∥∥∥∥
0,Ω




 N1−n‖u‖0;n +M 12−m2 ‖u‖Am−1;1.
Combining the above two results leads to
inf
vN∈XN
|u − vN |1,Ω ≤
∣∣u − π̂x,01,Mπy,01,Nu∣∣1,Ω  (M 12−m2 +N1−n)‖u‖Ym;n .
Similarly, we have∣∣u − π̂x,01,Mπy,01,N−1u∣∣1,Ω  (M 12−m2 +N1−n)‖u‖Ym;n .
Now it remains to estimate infqN∈MN ‖p− qN ‖0,Ω. By using the known properties of
the projectors π̂xM and π
y
N in [16], it follows that
inf
qN∈MN
‖p− qN ‖0,Ω ≤ ‖p− πyN−2 ◦ π̂xM−1p‖0;0
 (N − 2)1−n‖p‖0;n−1 + ‖p− π̂xM−1p‖0;0







As a direct consequence of the above estimates, we finally obtain
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5. Numerical results and discussions. We start with some implementation
details. Let uN = (u1N , u
2
N )
t, and we write









ĥi(x)hj(y), r = 1, 2,
where hj ∈ PN (Λ) (0 ≤ j ≤ N) are the Legendre–Gauss–Lobatto interpolants satis-
fying hj(ξq) = δqj , while ĥi ∈ P̂M (R+) (0 ≤ i ≤ M) are the Laguerre–Gauss–Radau
interpolants satisfying ĥi(ξ̂q) = δqi. We use uN to denote the vector consisting of the
values of uN at the nodes (ξ̂i, ξj)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N−1.
Similarly, we write










where (ζ̂i)1≤i≤M and (ζj)1≤j≤N−1 are, respectively, the Laguerre–Gauss and Legendre–
Gauss points, and j ∈ PN−2(Λ) (1 ≤ j ≤ N−1) are the Legendre–Gauss interpolants
satisfying j(ξq) = δqj , while ̂i ∈ P̂M−1(R+) (1 ≤ i ≤ M) are the Laguerre–Gauss
interpolants satisfying ̂i(ζ̂q) = δqi. We use pN to denote the vector consisting of the
values of pN at the nodes (ζ̂i, ζj)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N−1.
Inserting the expansions of uN and pN into (2.13), the resulting set of algebraic
equations can be written under a matrix form:
ANuN + DN pN = BNfN ,(5.1)
DTNuN = 0,(5.2)
where fN is a vector representation of the f at the nodes (ξ̂i, ξj). The matrices AN ,
DN , and BN are block-diagonal matrices with 2 blocks each. The blocks of AN are
the discrete Laplace operators, and those of DN are associated to the different com-
ponents of the discrete gradient operators, while blocks of BN are the mass matrices
with respect to each component of f .
Eliminating uN from (5.1)–(5.2), we obtain
(5.3) DTNA
−1






N BN fN .
The matrix SN := DTNA
−1
N DN is usually referred as the Uzawa matrix. A typical
procedure for solving (5.1)–(5.2) is to first solve pN from (5.3) and then solve uN
from the Poisson equation (5.1) with known pN .
The Uzawa matrix is of dimension M×(N−1), full, symmetric, and semidefinite.
A usual procedure is to use a preconditioned conjugate gradient procedure with the
Gauss mass matrix B̃N as a preconditioner [3, 7, 9, 14]. Each outer iteration requires
the inversion of two Laplace operators (AN matrix), which can be carried out by
the fast diagonalization method (see [13]). Hence, the efficiency of the method is
dictated by the condition number κN of B̃−1N SN . Another important consequence of
the inf-sup constant is that κN = 1β2N [14].
The first computational investigation is concerned with the sharpness of the lower
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Fig. 1. Left: inf-sup constant βN vs. M in log-log scale; right: inf-sup constant βN vs. N .











Fig. 2. Spectra of the Uzawa operator for three different values of N with M = N .
the variations of βN versus (vs.) M in log-log scale for several N . We observe that
βN is independent of N while it decays as 1M . In the right of Figure 1, we plot the
variations of βN vs. N for several M . We observe that βN remains to be constant
as we vary N with M fixed. These results are fully consistent with Theorem 3.1,
indicating that our estimate for the inf-sup constant is sharp.
In view of inverting the Uzawa operator, the knowledge of the eigenvalues’ distri-
bution of the matrix B̃−1N SN may help to design adapted preconditioners for (5.3).
The efficiency of the iterating methods depends on how the preconditioners affect the
eigenvalues of SN . In Figure 2 we plot all of the eigenvalues of B̃−1N SN for some
values of M = N ∈ {12, 16, 24}.
The first feature of the spectra is the similarity of their distribution for different
values of N with M = N . Another interesting aspect is a strong concentration of
the eigenvalues around the largest value 1. It is known that this type of clustering
is very advantageous for the conjugate gradient iteration since the contribution of
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Fig. 3. The velocity (◦) and pressure () errors as a function of N with M = N : left, in L2
norm; right, in L∞ norm.
We now present some numerical tests to validate the error estimates. We consider




(sin(x) − cos(x)) sin(y)e−x
)
, p = cos(x) cos(y)e−x.
In Figure 3, we plot, in a semilogarithmic scale, the L2-velocity and the L2-
pressure errors (top figure), and the L∞-velocity and the L∞-pressure errors (bottom
figure) with respect to N with M = N . We observe that the errors converge expo-
nentially, which is a typical behavior for spectral methods with analytical solutions.
Finally, in order to justify the use of compatible discrete velocity and pressure
spaces, we show via a simple test that the equal-order velocity-pressure approximation
PM,N(Ω)2×PM,N(Ω) is ill-posed. In Figure 4, we present the velocity and the pressure
errors in the L2-norm as a function of N with M = N . Obviously the pressure fails
to converge when the polynomial degree increases. The reason for this failure is that
there are spurious pressure modes in the pressure space, similar to the well-known case
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Error on the velocity
Error on the pressure
Fig. 4. The velocity and pressure errors as a function of N(M = N) by the incompatible
PM,N (Ω)
2 × PM,N (Ω) method.
In summary, we have presented a mixed Laguerre–Legendre spectral method for
the Stokes problem on a semi-infinite channel. We established the well-posedness
of this method by deriving a lower bound on the inf-sup constant and presented
numerical results which indicated that the derived lower bound is sharp. We have
also derived error estimates by using the inf-sup condition and the Laguerre and
Legendre approximation properties.
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